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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Excellent Source of
information!By Tristen OpalMy father loaned me a copy of this when I got my
dog, a walker coonhound. I refer to it for any and all ailments she has experienced
and I literally never take her to the vet except for necessary vaccines and once for
a special descaling shampoo. I even helped a friend delivers litter of 9 puppies and
administer their shots with the information provided in this book. Very
informative with pictures. A must have for any dog owner who knows that trips to
the vet are generally just a waste of money. I had to give my father back his copy
so I immediately ordered a new one for myself! Helped me greatly in the first few
years of my dogs happy and healthy life!0 of 0 people found the following review
helpful. Five StarsBy John MartelGreat book for any dog lovers0 of 0 people
found the following review helpful. Five StarsBy poppi540thanks
"The best book of its kind in print! A Masterpiece in the field of dog care....
Mercifully clear and readable. If you own a dog and love it, you must keep a copy
on your handy reference shelf!" ?Mordecai Siegal, President of the Dog Writers
Association of America and author of over 20 books on dogs and other animals.
"Will more than pay for itself! Compared with similar books, this is the most
beneficial ever published! All-encompassing and so inviting to use?Accurate,
reliable, up-to-the-minute, intelligent and explicit.... This book will more than pay
for itself with the very first dog health problem you may encounter and solve
yourself. And I'll sign my name to that!" ?Alfons Ertelt, Chief Tester, American
Temperament Test Society "A Must for any dog owner!" ?The American Field
"Useful for any dog owner, indispensable for kennel owners?. Offers
comprehensive, up-to-date, well-organized information on every phase of health
care for dogs." ?Publisher's Weekly "Buy It! You can't afford to be without this
one!...I must have ten books on home veterinary care now?Forget Them! This one
is complete, well and simply written, profusely illustrated, and wonder of
wonders, it's well-indexed?in three ways, yet!" ?Ilio A Howell Dog Book of
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